
I am very happy te lie here teday te share this eccasien with yeu. 

These ef yeu whe are graduating teday, I am sure, regard the end ef this 

scheel year with very mixed feelings. That happens te lie true fer me as well. 

Fer these ef us in the Gerernment whe are ferced te spend a geed deal ef eur 

time werrying abeut the pre’elems ef Seuth Vietnam, Graduatien Day has the 

special meaning fer us that it marks the end ef a seasen ef '•teach-ins'1 en 

eur Vietnam pelicy. 



Where will it all end? 

Can eur metheds succeed? 

Can hanei call eff the war? 

Are we taking ever the war? 

De the SVNese have the will te fight? 
Isn't war a civil war, in which VC have the mast adherents? 



*£ /VwVJU^. C^JU^t-4-4^> (wC" ^4. -TN^tr 

The situatien; I*he situation is stalemated, with slew deterieratien like te 
resume. US air strikes in Nerth and Seuth and greund depleyments have 
impreved "balance ef merale"—resigning DRV and VC te leng struggle with 
risks ef escalatien, and cenvincing SVNese ef US cemmitment——but^effects may 
seen waar eff# (feitheut further escalatien,y GVN remains preeccupied with 
internal pelitics; having wen xaronncbcml acceptance by military and Buddhists, 
Quat faced eppesitien by militant Cathelics, and perhaps segments ef sects, 
Seuthemers and laber. Pregrams te win pelitical supnert languisftfAv&ile 
VC centinue te strengthen and extend their pelitical centrel in ceuntryside, 
by pelitical actien and organizatien backed by terrer and steady guerrilla 

activity. Y^syKhmi^tKxl.'I'ferale ARVN/GVN jotjodi will be tested seen if 
VC, aT®PJ>PAVN units, risk their yet—unused strengths in majer menseen 
effertss^Mp-ftire and defense ef d^strict/prevince capital ^reclaiming 
Liberatpd-'Zene in I and II Cerps jer defeats ef ARVN in widely-separated 
attacks that exhaust ARVN reserves, er,'spectaculars like majer attack en ^ien 

H#/ ***** (*%*****, i- <U^JCL /i^yU^ < 

With US air suppert, ARVN has been taking initiative during peried ef 
VC inactivity, but 

I - . 0 *>*L*4jr 0L-./C ■ 



Suggested lines of oublic statement if press query follows DRV protest 
over next MAROP: 

The GVN has for some time patrolled the coastlines of Viet Nam in 

an effort to stop the infiltration by sea from the north. YJe do not 

have details on their day-to-day operations r* 
has been no US participation in such operations. 

since there 



Need to disassociate 34A from Laos corridor strikes—as from 

de Soto 

1. No US forces involved. 

2. Public: VfaxsiHicfabdcHHjrca±faSS0t>:npxp:ckk GVN patrolling against 
infiltration; we don't know of day-to-day operations. 

((DO NOT: deny all knowledge that such operations exist). 

Rationale: a) If questions raised, don't want to have to deny 
all knowledge—especially if later surfacing may be desirable 
(or if GVN may surface; or if DRV can prove). 

b) Once admitted, can contemplate SAR, CAP for SAR, air controller 
for SAR; perhaps even air support, sea support; rretacfecfcfcan air cover 
or CAP for GVN sea cover, pursuit; perhaps even retaliation for 
DRV counterattack or pursuit. 
c) Urgency—program is continuing, and DRV has protested. 

BUT: c) K, for home reasons, wants to surface all if any surfaced, 

d) K dubious about admitting illegal acts if DRV doesn't. 

We are aware that the GVN patrols the coasts of VN in an effort 
to stop infiltration; but we wouIcLh not expect to be kept informed 
of the day-to-day program of their operations, dince absolutely no 
US participation has been involved 

/or direct support. 



INDICES OF GOVERNMENT CONTROL 

1. Can Tillage chief visit his hamlets witheut danger? 

2. Sanxhjodbs Is hamlet chief fairly safe fre* assassination er kidnapping? 

3. Are people willing to take part in hamlet/village council, accept offices? 
U» Has there been a census/head count in hamlets or village? 
5. Can insurgent groups wove freely through area witheut info to officials? 

6. Can insurgent groups recruit openly? 
7. Do insurgent groups tacnt maintain local forces who provide info and shelter? 
8. Can population-control records be maintained—or do insurgents force 

destroying cards and forms? 
9. ^an radios (TVs?) be distributed, loudspeakers? 
10. Will people do insurgent tasks—cutting roads, mining—without informing? 



VC Expanded Actions 

1. A close sequence of regimental-sized attacks in widely separated provinces, 

te "whip-saw" ARVN(/US) reserves. 

2. ^’ull-scale simultaneous attacks with all forces (with PAVN reinforcements 
up tc a division) countrywide, coinciding with a political or civil/religious 

crisis. 

3. Attack with several regiments—including one or more PAVN regiments—on 
an enclave manned l»y US troops (e.g., fiaccMamg) or third-party (e.g. ROK) troopi 

Vung Tau) 
4. Regimental attack on major military target: e.g., Bien Hoa, Tan Son Nhut. 

5. Attack with several regiments—including one or more PAVN regiments— 
on a provincial capital in the highlands: e.g., Kontum, with attempt to 
hold and defend. 

6. Defense of a proclaimed "Liberated Zone" including parts of several 
provinces in central highlands (e.g., K*ntum, Pleiku), defending with 
several regiments plus PAVN units up to 1-2 divisions. 

7. Reinforce VC main force countrywide with many PAVN battalions and regiments, 
for expanded guerrilla operations and attacks. 
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pursued. Thus, just two weeks after her husband was shot down by the 

VC, Mrs. Hoang-thi-Con was knifed in her bed as she slept with her two 

young daughters. Despite her wounds, she managed to run away for help; 

but the terrorists' knives left her 11 year-old daughter badly wounded 

and her 9 year-old daughter dead. It is names and stories like these 

that you must read Into the statistics I have given you -- statistics 

that tell of 11,000 civilians murdered or kidnapped in 196*+, equivalent 

in terms of US population to far more than 100,000 Americans -- if you 

are to judge the impact of this terrorism on the will of the rural popu¬ 

lation to risist the Viet Cong. And yet, remarkably, that will persists, 

as is demonstrated by the continued willingness of South Vietnamese to 

accept the village posts that make them targets for attack, or to join 

the Popular Forces that man village defenses against the night raids of 

the VC. 

What forces are required to combat such organized terror? The rule 

is commonly heard that government forces need a superiority ratio of 10 

or 15 to 1 to master the threat posed by guerrilla forces and terrorists. 

This partly reflects actual experience in countries where insurgencies 

have been successfully suppressed -- e.g., Malaya. But it follows 

directly from the nature of the guerrilla challenge I have described to you. 

Provided by North Vietnam with the critical margins of manpower, 

materiel and direction, the Viet Cong destroy and run, usually at night. 

They sabotage a railroad bridge, forcing the government to guard them 

all; they bomb a restaurant, causing all public places to be searched 

and protected; they assassinate a village chief, overloading the police 

and making good administrators hard to rectuit. 

With this background as a basis, we can address the two questions I p0§§d 
earlier: the role of American ground and air power within South Vietnam, and of 
American air against North Vietnam. They are best approached by way of two 

_ other questions: What are the manpower requirements for combatting insurgency, 
and what is the importance of the support from the North in feeding the 
insurgency? 
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Not only must the government forces tie down troops and police 

defending the most important people and facilities, but it must have 

quick reaction forces in regional reserves, if they are to limit the 

guerrillas to hit-and-run attacks. And, to seek out and destroy an 

elusive enemy who has no responsibi1ities to defend territory or people 

and can choose to evade battle, they must invest massive efforts in 

searching and encircling operations. 

All of this is beyond the reach of a force that outnumbers its 

opponents only 4 to 1 or less, as the regular and paramilitary forces of 

South Vietnam do today. 

The main force units of the Viet Cong -- their wel1-trained, well- 

equipped, full-time regulars in organized combat units — are now estimated 

to number from 38-46,000, and their irregular forces 100,000. 

These guerrilla forces of 140,000 are too much for the present 565,000 

South Vietnamese regular and paramilitary and police forces to handle if 

they are to provide, as I have indicated they must provide, security for 

citizens and officials and hamlets throughout the country. 

Yet as the government forces expand, infiltration from North Vietnam 

continues to swell the ranks and provide crucial leadership and technical 

support of the Viet Cong. Interrogations and documents have so far estab¬ 

lished the probable infiltration of over 39,000 men since 1959, including 

5-8000 last year. Considering the usual time lag between infiltration 

and this sort of confirmation, we estimate that at least 10,000 infil¬ 

trators entered in 1964. 

The importance of these infiltrators to the Viet Cong is far out 

of proportion to their numbers. Most of them have been seasoned guerrilla 

fighters from the campaign before 1954. They form the great majority 
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of what the Communists call the "cadre": the organizational and unit 

leadership, all the way from central and regimental headquarters down 

to squad level. They extend the chain of discipline from Communist 

Party and military command headquarters in Hanoi down to the districts 

‘and hamlets of South Vietnam. They are the technical experts, the 

weapons specialists, the key communicators, the propagandists. 

The locally-recruited or coerced South Vietnamese in the Viet Cong 

form the majority of the irregulars, the part-time-guerri1 las and helpers. 

But the infiltrators form the majority of the hard core Viet Cong; they 

are the brains and the backbone of the movement as a whole. 

A newer type of infiltrator, swelling the ranks of the main force 

troops, is the young ethnic Noarth Vietnamese draftee, sent down in units 

500-600 strong; these form up to 75% of the infiltrators in 1964. Their 

appearance makes clear the determination of North Vietnam to maintain the 

flow of infiltrators despite the drying up of the pool of former South 

Vietnamese who obeyed the orders of the Viet Minh to move North in 1954. 

Still further evidence of this intent is the appearance, just recently 

determined and reported* of a regular combat unit of the North Vietnamese 

Army, the 2d Battalion of the 101st Regiment, 325th Division, in northwest 

Kontum Province in South Vietnam. ' 

Another way in which North Vietnam plays a crucial role in the support 

of the Viet Cong is the supply of arms and ammunition. You may have heard 

Secretary McNamara's press conference on television on Monday. As he 

pointed-outy-oVer 80% of the weapons requirements of the Viet Cong must 

be supplied from outside. Capture from government troops -- mostly 
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weapons over the last four years. The remaining weapons for their 38- 

46,000 main force troops and for their 100,000 irregulars have had to 

come from outside South Vietnam. Let me describe the representative mix 

of weapons captured from one VC main force element on the 5th and 6th 

of this month. It consisted of one US Ml rifle, four US carbines, two 

Czech assault rifles, one East German light machine gun, an<^ rest 

Chinese Communist weapons, including 72 of their latest rifles and carbines, 

11 assault rifles, four light machine guns, two 60mm mortars, three rocket 

launchers and a 75mm recoil less rifle. Thus, of 101 weapons, 90% of 

the small arms and all of the heavier weapons were Communist Bloc weapons, 

nearly all Communist Chinese. 



In effect: our combat and support troops and our air support are needed 
the scale of 

within South Vietnam, in large part because of/past infiltration fro* the 

North; our air strikes against the North are needed to impede and deter 

further infiltration; and both are needed to irataKxim conrince N»rth Vietnam 
the 

that xtai war cannot be won in the South and that thx its national interests 

It is the support, infiltration and Management from N*rth Vietnam that 
necessary 

has made/the current level of US support to South Vietnam, and particularly 

the current involvement of US combat forces. It is within the power of 

North Vietnam to make our combat involvement and current levels of support 

unnecessary. 

North Vietnam can stop its infiltration of men and materiel; can 

stop its candestine direction and encouragement of the insurgency in the 

South; can order a stop to the Viet Cong campaign of terror and sabotage 

in the South; and can reaxiove its controlled units and cadres from the 

South. It is to help achieve these ends that the air strikes are now being 

carried out against the North; it is to help achieve these ends that US 

forces—military support and combat—are in South Vietnam. North Vietnam 

might take these measures as the result of negotiations, formal or informal, 

or in response to their own calculations of their prospects and risks. In 

any case, our own actions would be gsidsd influenced by the facts and effects 

of what they actually do, and not by items promises or what they say they 

are doing. 



E VC Actions 

1. Successive regimental-size attacks in widely separated provinces, 
te "whip-saw" ARVN reserves; or, near-simultaneous regimental attakks 

in two or three widely-separated provinces. 

2 





On 

Retaliatory Pregram fer Deterring and Responding te Major VC Atrocities 

1. Recent ±taoRa±* DR.V/7C threats against the lires of Taylor, Johnson, et al, 
raise the question of how to deter such attacksiuc and what to do if they occur. 

2»>^43ybe difficult to retaliate specifically to the assassination of an 
American Ambassadori the noro so, the more recent VC major acts of terrorism 
(like My Canh and Bennett) had gone without reprisal. 

3. Therefore, we should seek the opportunity to establish the ar±jaE±xa± principle 
that such terroristic spectaculars will be met with specific reprisals; we should 
do so by launching such a reprisal to a major act of terrorism (not an attack 
on ARVN) before any of the threatened assassinations takes place. Once one or 
more such reprisals had established a pattern, we would not be inhibited from 
retaliating for the assassination of a major official (as we were at the time of 
the Embassy bombing) and thus avoida^is; a major loss of face. Moreover, the 
VC/DRV would see this, which might deter them, or it least moderate their terrorism 

3. Such a policy would have the bonus effect ©f causing DRV threats of 
terrorism—such as Radio Hanoi's recent threat against Taylor—to rebound 
psychologically against their own copulation* dnce we had naamnDOt retaliated 
and had indicated a new policy of further retaliations, sxzjc an announcement 
by Radio Hanoi of new VC terrorism could cause more apprehension in the ^orth 
than in the South. 

4. Early retaliations need not punish so much as warn/threaten: by showing 
our willingness to take risks to our planes and risks of escalation, by 
symbolizing the possibility of new classes of targets being attacked. There 
need not be a "poetic" association between the target and the terroristic event; 
the uoint to be made is that such terrorism is a dangerous game (it makes us 
willing to accept new risks). New areas, new target types, new types of risks, 
are the criteria. 
5.,?fA mission that would underline considerations (4) and (5) above would be 
a leaflet drop over Hanoi: with photographs of My Canh, a summary description 
of VC terroristic activities in the South, and a warning these activities 
of which Radio Hanoi boasts are dangerous for the North. This would not only 
be dramatic, and reach a significant NVN audience, but would symbolize our 
ability to overfly Hanoi. Question: Can we do it? Could we reduce the risk 
(not necessarily to zero—this is a highly important mission), e.g., by flying 
very low, by flying at night, by massive jamming, by air cover, by flying high— 
U-2's?—by warning privately that any use of SAMs would immediately result in 
their total destruction, or by other means? ^ 
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and Might lie a "flash" point. 

7 
2. Political: 

reaction of 
A. SAM attack is clear escalation, What^qbUb^bk DRV/C hi c om/S• viet/k"V/v 

' LSee below: 1 i/> 
■and attitude of allies/neutrals? (JDIA working •n^e'stimate.) 

By-Reaction po—±b±3jties! F&iTure~to attach "wXiilTTTT*. riT/ff- 

asitTor-and-got 
A. Morale (reduce gVW'kobale?7,~~po~s sibly^ledoiMTIRV ir^wwptr—1—* 

moiu uoplU’StimSg "gfllipUlt l^o»t"5i * •nedo boats; SS missiles) 

/W^OAjt 

(pMT^ 

B. Attack Bight cause so great an international "flap" that 

DRV/neutrals, etc., would be pushed into "unconditional discussions." 
IEarIt ^ privately 

C. ^Attack night deter completion of other SAM spjps if US^communicated 

to DRV that same fate iMfet awaited them. ^No certainty about this, however.) 

3. Reactions" to attack: 

) A* DkV Might be pushed to "discussions," recognising particularly 

if US indicated no SAM^ would be permitted. Or DRV sight decide that 

attack presaged others against Hanoi-I- 
M^initiat'e an IL-2S attack^ A 
into'SVTT, 1 


